Application of Big Data in Highway Safety Modeling

Seminar summary
Current crash prediction methods, such as those in the Highway Safety Manual (HSM), consist of safety performance functions (SPFs), and crash modification factors (CMFs). While these models have acceptable performance when describing crash occurrence in a yearly basis, they are not appropriate to accurately predict crashes for short-term periods (i.e., months, weeks, days, hours, or peak periods for this research problem). The reason for this inability of conventional safety models of annual crash prediction to quantify the safety effects of variables that fluctuate more often than year-to-year—such as operating speeds, operating speed variance, or seasonal fluctuations—is the lack of sufficient quality data with the adequate granularity for an analysis that would allow characterizing shorter periods. TTI recently completed the Rural Speed Safety pilot project, which was sponsored by the USDOT Safety Data Initiative (SDI). This project mitigated the research gap by using big data from three national level datasets: 1) the National Performance Management Research Dataset (NPMRDS); 2) the Highway Safety Information System (HSIS); and 3) the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA). This study examined the prevailing operating speeds on a large scale to develop models for rural roadways by incorporating operating speed and weather data. The research product “Interactive Decision Support Tool” (https://ruralspeedsafety.shinyapps.io/rss_sdi/) provides opportunity in generating risk scoring for rural roadways.
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